A model of the interaction between autoregulation and neural activation in the brain.
In this paper a model is proposed that predicts the response of the cerebral vasculature to changes in arterial blood pressure, arterial CO2 concentration and neural stimulation. Cerebral blood flow (CBF) is assumed to be controlled through changes in arterial compliance, and hence arterial resistance and volume, through three feedback mechanisms, which act in a linear additive manner, based on CBF, arterial CO2 and neural stimulus. Together with arterial, capillary and venous compartments, a tissue compartment is included, which contributes partly to the initial rise found in the deoxyhaemoglobin response to neural activation. Dynamic simulations of the model under different conditions show that there is significant interaction between the autoregulation and activation processes, and that the level of autoregulation has a strong influence on the CBF and deoxyhaemoglobin responses to neural activation. Overshoot in the deoxyhaemoglobin response is eliminated completely in the absence of this regulation. The feedback mechanism time constants significantly affect the CBF and deoxyhaemoglobin responses. Changes in arterial blood pressure (ABP) are found to have a strong influence on the neural activation response, with the amplitude of the response decreasing significantly at high baseline ABP. Dynamic changes in ABP also have a significant and potentially confounding impact on the measured deoxyhaemoglobin response to neural activation.